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Executive Summary  
One of the most attractive features of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) is the 
possibility for users to interact with a large number of other users in a variety of collaborative and 
competitive situations. Gamers within an MMOG typically become members of active communities 
with common interests, shared adventures, and common objectives.  
 
The Community Network Game (CNG) project is a small or medium-scale focused research 
project (STREP) that is focused on applying new network technologies to support community 
activities over highly interactive centrally managed MMOGs.  
 
The CNG project provides tools to enhance collaborative activities between online gamers and 
develops new tools for the generation, distribution and insertion of user-generated content (UGC) 
into existing MMOGs. CNG allows the addition of new engaging community services without 
changing the game code and without adding new processing or network loads to the MMOG 
central servers.  
 
CNG provides in-game community activities using an in-game graphical insertion technology 
(IGIT) and an architecture that combines the client-server infrastructure for the MMOG with a 
peer-to-peer (P2P) system for the delivery of User Generated Content (UGC). IGIT is an 
innovative technology of replacing or inserting content into the game in real time without the 
need to change the game’s code in the client or server. The UGC considered by the CNG project 
focuses on live video to be shared using P2P technology. The video traffic represents a real 
challenge to the network already occupied by the MMOG client-server data. The project proposes 
new techniques for P2P video streaming that are “friendly” to the MMOG client-server traffic. 
 
The CNG tools have been tested at different stages of the CNG project. These stages included lab 
testing, alpha testing, as well as beta testing with gamers of The Missing Ink (TMI) who have 
registered to CNG Beta testing. The results of these tests are reported in Deliverables D4A, D5A, 
and D6B. This report exploits the experience gained during prototype testing to provide 
suggestions for improvements, together with recommendations and guidelines for a commercial 
deployment of the system. The report also gives general recommendations for collaborative R&D 
projects that include a system verification stage with general users. The report complements 
Deliverable D7.1.3, which presents the final exploitation plan of the CNG project from a business 
perspective. 
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1 Introduction 
Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) are becoming more and more popular with around 
16 million subscribers in 2008, and predicted growth to 30 million in 2012 [MMOG]. One of the 
most attractive features of MMOGs is the possibility for users to interact with a large number of 
other users in a variety of collaborative and competitive situations. Gamers within an MMOG 
typically become members of active communities with common interests, shared adventures, and 
common objectives.  
 
The Community Network Game (CNG) project has developed and provided to gamers new tools 
to enhance collaborative activities between online gamers. CNG allows the addition of new 
engaging community services without changing the game code and without adding new 
processing or network loads to the MMOG central servers. The tools proposed by the CNG project 
are illustrated in Figure  1-1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure  1-1: CNG Toolbox 
 
“CNG Community Tools” consists of 
 

 Wall: a community tool with which users can publish posts in a common thread. Users 
can view posts made by other users and can interact by replying or republishing them in 
their Facebook and Twitter accounts. 

 People: tool for user-to-user relationship management. 
 Groups: tool for user-groups administration. 
 Chat: tool for text and voice chat. 
 Messages: tool for sending offline private messages. 
 Files: tool for file uploading and sharing. 
 Blogs. 
 Polls: tool for the creation and management of single question polls. 
 News: tool for notifying users about new User Generated Content (UGC). 

 

“CNG Video Tools” includes 

 
 Start Recording: tool that initiates the recording of a game scene and saving it to the 

local disc drive. 
 Instant Save: tool for immediate saving of the last minute of game play. 
 Video Editor: tool that launches the CNG video editing tool. 
 Live Video: tool for P2P live streaming of the video of the game. 
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“More” offers 
 Meebo: launches the Meebo (https://www.meebo.com/) web applications for instant text 

messaging to external networks like Windows Live Messenger and GTalk. 
 Web: opens a Web browser. 
 Settings: tool for user account management. 
 Help: provides a list of the frequently asked questions along with their answers. 
 Logout: tool for user disconnection.  

 
The main innovations of the CNG project are the In-game Graphical Insertion Technology (IGIT) 
and a P2P live video streaming system.  
 
IGIT is used to make the tool windows appear as floating windows within the game (Figure  1-2). 
All windows include a title bar so that they can be dragged to a place where they do not harm the 
gaming experience. Windows can have their transparency changed and can be minimized, 
maximized, and resized through their bottom-right corner. When the Web tool is used, the 
structure of Web content is adapted (in a horizontal or vertical manner) according to the selected 
size. When a tool is re-launched, the window keeps its latest properties (position, size, and 
transparency). 
 
 

 
 

Figure  1-2: CNG User Interface used with The Missing Ink MMOG [TMI] 
 

 
IGIT enhances the game experience without any need for the players to quit the game, which 
would disrupt their in-game experience – an issue for gamers revealed by the CNG project’s user 
research. 
The aforementioned is to be achieved without changing the source code of the game and without 
the game developer support. 
 
The CNG P2P system allows MMOG gamers to stream live video of their game to other gamers 
without interrupting the MMOG data flow and without the need to upload the video data to a 
central server (Figure  1-3).  
 
The CNG system architecture is shown in Figure  1-4.  
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Figure  1-3: CNG high-level architecture 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure  1-4: CNG system architecture 
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The CNG tools have been tested at different stages of the CNG project. These stages included lab 
testing, alpha testing, as well as beta testing with TMI gamers. The results of these tests are 
reported in Deliverables D4A, D5A, and D6B. This report exploits the experience gained during 
prototype testing to provide suggestions for improvements, together with recommendations and 
guidelines for a commercial deployment of the system. The report also provides general 
recommendations for collaborative R&D projects that include a system verification stage with 
general users. The report complements Deliverable D7.1.3, which presents the final exploitation 
plan of the CNG project from a business perspective. 
 
The remainder of the report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the User Interface (UI) 
and game adaptation technologies. Chapter 3 is devoted to the P2P system. Chapter 4 considers 
the Web 2.0 communication tools. Chapter 5 focuses on the video editing tool. Chapter 6 
considers issues referring to running verification with public users. Chapter 7 discusses open 
issues in going to market and commercialisation. Chapter 8 concludes the report.  
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2 User Interface and Game 
Adaptation 

2.1 Overview  
The IGIT (In Game Insertion Technology) framework is used to manipulate existing games in 
terms of user interface and graphics rendering without changing the game’s source code and of 
course without sacrificing the games performance. The IGIT platform also provides a rich set of 
APIs for the integration between the game side and all the other web-based UIs running on the 
top of the game. This framework is used to manipulate the visualization of DirectX games without 
changing the game’s source code. 
 
As for a roadmap for the future we can take this platform and expand this approach also to 
additional graphic libraries such as new versions of DirectX and OpenGL and other operating 
systems such as iOS, Android, etc. and deliver the same community features for games on 
mobile devices to support other new features beside the built-in features provided with the 
original game. 
 

2.1.1  Block Diagram 
The block diagram shown below describes the architecture of the IGIT platform. It uses a proxy 
for the DirectX 9.0 library. Using this implementation, the IGIT platform changes the visual 
aspect of the game and adds web-based UI. The IGIT library is generic and can be easily 
expanded to support other rendering platforms such as OpenGL, DirectX 10/11, etc. 
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2.2 User interface 
In CNG, the IGIT framework is used for adding a new UI on top of existing games as overlays 
without changing the game’s source code. This provides the ability to add web based UI on the 
top of games and support new community features embedded as new web pages. 
 
The following main community features are supported: 

 
 Web Browser 
 Chat 
 Messages 
 Friends 
 Video Capture 
 Video Editor 
 Video Streaming 

 
 
The current UI can be further expanded to include more colourful icons and more polished UIs for 
a better user experience.  For proof of concept and initial testing the current UI is sufficient. 
 
 

2.3 Texture Replacement and 3D object 
Insertion & Animation 

Manipulating the visual aspect of games is done by intercepting the rendering library API calls 
and changing the details as needed. As shown in the above block diagram, our architecture is 
generic and currently supports DirectX 9.0 but it can be easily expanded to support other 
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graphics platforms such as OpenGL and DirectX 10/11. 
 

2.3.1  Texture Replacement 
The IGIT framework is used to manipulate the visualization of a DirectX application and can be 
used to replace existing textures to user-defined textures. This feature can be used to personalize 
games by the users in special places inside the game which are opened specifically by the game 
publisher. 
 
This restriction is used to avoid improper usage from users to “cheat” by replacing an existing 
texture for example with a new transparent texture. This would allow them to look “behind the 
walls” and see things “normal users” cannot see. 
 
This process is executed using the following steps: 

 
 Identify the target texture. 
 Load an alternative texture. 
 Replace the target texture. 
 

Below are sample pictures from a modified game: 
 
 The left image is the original game. 
 The right image is the modified game using texture replacement. 
 

   
 

2.3.2  3D Object Insertion & Animation 
This facility enables the transformation and calling of new 3D objects into the game without 
harming the game play by placing the new visual elements in places the user cannot reach. This 
way, those new visual elements will not affect the logic of the game.          
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3 P2P System 

3.1 Overview  
In this chapter, we give recommendations and possible enhancements for the P2P system. After 
an overview of the system, we list best practices for the P2P client, the P2P server, video coding, 
and NAT traversal. 
 
Error! Reference source not found.3-1 shows a high-level architecture of the CNG P2P 
system. The two main components are the P2P client and the P2P server. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure  3-1: P2P System Overview 
 
The P2P client can act as a source or as a sink. As a source, it advertises its video by sending a 
request to the P2P server. If the request is accepted, it takes the encoded video bitstream from 
the Video Recording (VR) module and applies rateless coding to create encoded symbols. These 
encoded symbols are packetized and transmitted to peers who requested the video. Packets are 
sent according to a strategy computed by the P2P server. 
 
As a sink, the P2P client joins a live video session by sending a request to the P2P server. The 
received video is handed over to the Video Playing (VP) module for playback. In sink mode, a P2P 
client may need to forward the received packets to other peers according to the strategy 
computed by the P2P server. A P2P client may also generate new encoded symbols from the 
decoded video blocks and feed other peers. 
 
The approach of computing the strategy by the server proved itself to reduce CPU load from the 
client side and by that, supporting thin clients. Also, this approach enables us to measure new 
strategies without the need to recompile a new client and distribute it to the end users. 
 
The P2P server is responsible for the following actions: 
•    Create a new overlay when a peer advertises a live video. 
•    Add peers to overlays.   
•    Send overlay information to peers.  
•   Allocate peer upload bandwidth between overlays when the peer participates in several P2P 
overlays.  
 Store and maintain an accurate view of the live videos that are available in the system. 
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3.2 P2P Client 
We first list recommendations for the P2P client.  
 

 Each peer should indicate its upload and download speed in the join request. The 
Speedtest.net tool (http://www.speedtest.net/) may be used to estimate these values. 
The system values are then set to the estimated values minus 200 Kbps to cater for the 
MMOG and other non-P2P traffic.  

 
 The P2P client is a light-weight process. On a typical Core2 Duo 2.4GHz machine, it 

consumes only 1% to 2% of CPU in source mode and only 2% to 5% of CPU in sink 
mode. A RAM of 40 to 50 MB is enough to run the P2P client. However, since it is run 
along with the CNG client and the Game Client, it is advised to use at least a Core2 Duo 
2.4 GHz CPU with 4 GB RAM and a powerful graphics card. Since the P2P client 
sends/receives/forwards video in real time, insufficient CPU will result in degraded video 
quality.  
 

 In source mode, the P2P client listens on UDP port 3000 for incoming encoded video 
streams from GStreamer. UDP port 3000 should not be blocked by other programs. The 
port number could be changed by changing the input parameter to the P2P client but it 
has to be changed in the CNG client accordingly. In sink mode, the P2P client chooses the 
next available UDP port automatically and informs the P2P server about this choice. 
 

 The P2P client is designed independently of the CNG and Game clients. Running 
P2P_Client.exe in a command shell prints out its usage as shown in Figure  3-2. In source 
mode, P2P client accepts encoded video stream on a local UDP port 3000. In sink mode, 
it sends out the encoded video stream on a local UDP port specified in the list of input 
arguments. This allows the use of the P2P system in other applications, e.g., streaming 
webcam video or stored video. VLC (or a similar software) could be used to take the 
video from a webcam or hard drive and stream it to a local UDP port mentioned as 
video_rw_port. 
 

 The P2P client can handle video bit rates of up to 1.5 Mbps when run as a standalone. 
The limitation on the video bit rate comes from the number of UDP packets a machine 
can send or receive per second. Higher video bit rates lead to a higher rate of UDP 
packets. Machines with a slow CPU or heavily loaded are likely to discard UDP packets 
during transmission and receiving, resulting in a high packet loss rate even when the 
network conditions are good. Therefore, care should be taken in choosing the right video 
bit rate. CNG was successfully tested on LAN with video bit rates of up to 1.5 Mbps using 
Corei5 and Corei7 (1.7 to 2.4 GHz CPU) and 4 GB RAM. 
 

 The P2P client produces a log file in the Game folder. Users should have the required 
rights to write in the Game folder.  
 

 A user can advertise one video and can watch as many videos as it wants. The only limit 
on the number of videos a user can watch simultaneously comes from the available 
download and upload bandwidth of users and the configuration of their machines. CNG 
has tested scenarios where up to three simultaneous video are watched while streaming a 
video. 
 

 The P2P client log provides a detailed insight of the process for each second in an easy to 
read format. For each user, there is a separate file for each video it joins and advertises. 
The log file is overwritten if the user watches the same video a second time. Similarly, 
the log file for advertising a video is also overwritten if a user stops its video and re-
advertises it.   
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Figure  3-2: Example of running P2P Client as standalone. 
 
In the following, we list possible enhancements. 
 

 Source block construction: A source block is constructed from the encoded video bit 
stream received from GStreamer over a fixed period of time T. Due to variable processing 
speed of video encoding, variations in data communication rate between the P2P client 
and GStreamer, and various loads on the system, a source block may not last T seconds. 
Moreover, each source block may not start with an I-frame. This increases the 
dependency between two neighbouring source blocks. One possible solution would be to 
scan the incoming encoded bit stream and construct source blocks in such a way that 
each source block contains exactly one GOP starting with an I-frame.  
 

 Channel coding: The CNG P2P system online implementation uses an LT code [Luby02] 
for channel coding. The performance of the system can be improved by using a more 
advanced rateless code called Raptor code [Shok06]. However, both LT and Raptor codes 
are patented.  Alternatively, one could use a Reed-Solomon code (see deliverable D4A) or 
a random linear code [NaVuSt11], both of which are unpatented. 

 
 Discouraging leechers: A peer who does not contribute the upload bandwidth 

requested by the P2P server can affect the QoE of other peers. This can happen in the 
following situations (1) the peer advertises an upload bandwidth that is higher than the 
actual one (2) the peer stops the transmission of video packets coming from the P2P 
client (3) the ISP limits the upload bandwidth. To deal with this situation, the P2P client 
could send periodic reports to the P2P server. These reports should contain the packet 
delivery status from different senders and enable the P2P server to infer the actual 
contribution of each peer and take necessary actions. 
 

 Available bandwidth estimation: CNG asks users to measure the available bandwidth 
and report it to the P2P server. A wrong estimation of bandwidth may lead to inefficient 
overlay construction. This issue could be addressed by implementing a mechanism to 
provide a more accurate estimation of the available bandwidth without involving user 
interaction.  
 

 Waiting state:  If the bandwidth resources in the P2P system are not enough, a user 
may be rejected. The rejection can occur at the joining time or during a live session. The 
user may not get another opportunity to join the system.  To address this issue, the peer 
could be placed in a waiting state and recalled as soon as resources become available.  
 

3.3 P2P Server 
 
We first give recommendations for the deployment of the P2P server. 
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 The P2P server should be run on a powerful machine with enough memory. It is 
recommended to use at least a QuadCore with a 2.2 GHz processor and 4GB memory.  
 

 The P2P server was built for MS Windows and was successfully tested on Windows XP and 
Windows 7 64-bit. Porting the P2P server to other operating systems should be 
straightforward.  
 

 The machine on which the P2P server runs should have a high-speed Internet connection. 
The server used in the CNG project had up to 90 Mbps speed for both upload and 
download. 
 

 The P2P server produces log files in real time for easy debugging. A separate log file is 
created for each advertised video. Log files contain the overall overlay structure for a 
video. Log files consume significant storage space, so appropriate hard disk space should 
be reserved, a mechanism for managing history of log files can be implemented (simple 
LRU would be sufficient here) including compressing the text-based log files.  
 

 By default, the P2P server listens to incoming requests from P2P clients on TCP port 
6500. The port number is passed as an input argument to the P2P server in the batch 
script file. The port number should be chosen carefully to avoid conflicts with other 
applications. Note that the port on which the P2P server is running should be known to 
each P2P client. 
 

 The P2P server should be run on a machine that is publically accessible to avoid NAT 
traversal problems.  
 

 The TCP port on which the P2P server is running should not be blocked by a firewall.  
 

We now list possible enhancements. 
 

 Improved Overlay Construction: The overlay construction algorithm could be 
improved by using user location to limit cross-ISP traffic. Improvements could also be 
achieved by considering packet loss rate and delay. 

 
 Reducing Control Overhead: When a peer joins or leaves the system, the P2P server 

sends update overlay information to all peers. This communication overhead could be 
reduced by sending update messages to affected peers only. 
 

 Group-Request Handling: The P2P server reacts to each new event (join request or 
departure of a peer) independently by updating the overlay and sending updates to each 
peer.  A better solution would be to group all events produced within a certain time frame 
(e.g., one second) and process them simultaneously to generate a single update message 
for all events generated in this time frame. This will reduce the computational load as well 
as the communication overhead of the P2P server. 
 

 Cloud-Assisted P2P server: The P2P server could be provided as a Software as a 
Service in the cloud.  
 

3.4 Video coding 
CNG uses the H.264/AVC video codec to compress the raw video data captured from the screen 
of the gamer. The video encoding is done in real time with the x264 library within the GStreamer 
framework. The video encoding can be improved as follows.  
 

 HEVC. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) ([SOHW12]) is the latest video coding 
standard. A number of new features have been added to improve compression efficiency 
while minimizing the implementation resources requirements. CNG could use HEVC to 
improve the video quality without increasing the bandwidth requirements.  
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 SVC. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [ScMaWi07] encodes the video into a base layer and a 
number of enhancement layers. SVC provides scalability in three dimensions: spatial, 
temporal, and SNR (video quality). CNG could exploit SVC to accommodate users with 
different requirements in terms of video bit rate, resolution, and frame rate.  

 
 Transcoding. Transcoding can be used to serve users with diverse video settings (in bit 

rate, frame rate, or resolution). The service provider can commit additional resources, 
e.g., from the cloud, to decode the video and encode it on the fly according to user 
requirements.  

3.5 NAT traversal 
NAT traversal is a challenge for peer to peer communication. According to [LiYiLi09], 40% of 
peers are behind NAT devices and cannot contribute their bandwidth due to NAT traversal 
problems. CNG uses the libnice [LibNice] implementation of the ICE protocol to establish a 
connection between two peers sitting behind NAT devices. Depending on the NAT types of the 
two peers, the connection can be a direct one or an indirect one via a relay server (TURN server). 
The latter case consumes additional bandwidth from the relay server. The CNG implementation of 
libnice takes approximately 10-15 seconds to establish a connection. Another limitation is that 
only one connection is attempted at a time. If a peer needs to send packets to multiple peers, 
connections will be attempted one after the other in a serial fashion.   
 
NAT traversal could be improved as follows.   
 

 The processes to establish a direct connection and an indirect one via the relay server 
could be started simultaneously so that when a direct connection is not possible, the 
indirect one is already available.  
 

 The libnice implementation could be extended to allow the establishment of multiple 
connections in parallel and independently. This will reduce the start-up delay by 
decreasing the time needed to connect a receiving peer with all sending peers. 
 

 To avoid or reduce the use of relay servers, peers with a publically accessible IP address 
could be exploited.  
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4 Community & Collaboration  

4.1 Overview 
In this chapter, we report best practices for the online Web 2.0 tools provided by the CNG Server 
for the support of users’ community and collaboration activities. To this direction, we list 
recommendations and possible further improvements for the Web 2.0 tools, and the CNG Server’s 
components, namely; the Database, the Backend Server, the UI Server, the monitoring 
subsystem as well as the CNG system’s interconnection with the external social networks. 

4.2 Web 2.0 tools  
CNG Web 2.0 tools are a wide variety of interactive applications enabling the users to interact 
and communicate to each other using many different ways, from simple private messaging to live 
video streaming. The best practices for the Web 2.0 tools are the following: 

 Web 2.0 tools can support and present many forms of UGC. Apart from the CNG-specific 
web-tools, all the other community and collaboration tools are widely used in social 
networks and are considered to be very essential tools for the members of gaming 
communities as the research on users’ needs showed. During the design of these tools, a 
typical approach for the corresponding type of tools was followed in order for them to 
seem familiar and to be easily adopted by the online users.  

 Web 2.0 tools are accessible through the CNG toolbox. The CNG toolbox’s expanded 
layout, where all the tools appear, is illustrated in Figure  1-1. The user is able to open the 
Toolbox by clicking on the CNG icon appearing within the game-screen. In order to limit 
the space occupied by the CNG toolbox, the tools are organized into three categories. 

“Community tools” is the 1st tool category and includes the following tools:  
 Wall, is a community tool in which the users can publish posts in a common thread. 

The users can view posts made by other users and can interact by replying or 
republish them to his Facebook and Twitter accounts. 

 People, for user-to-user relationship management. 
 Groups, for user-groups administration. 
 Chat, for text and voice chat among the members of CNG community. 
 Messages, for sending offline private messages. 
 Files, for file (pictures, etc.) uploading and sharing. 
 Blogs, for publishing posts by users. 
 Polls, for the creation and management of single question polls 
 News, for notifying the user about new available UGC that is available to him/hers. 

“Video tools” category includes: 
 Start/Stop Recording tool, that permits recording a game scene a saving to the local 

disc drive. 
 Instant Save tools, for immediate saving of the last one minute of game play. 
 Video Editor that launches the CNG video editing tool. 
 Live Video tool, for the P2P live-video streaming. 

“More” tools are the following: 
 Messenger that launches an instant web-based messaging application 

(http://www.iloveim.com/) for instant text messaging to external networks like 
Windows Live Messenger and GTalk. 

 Web, that allows searching within the web. 
 Setting, for own user account management. 
 Help, that provides a list of the frequently asked questions along with their answers. 
 Logout, for user disconnection.  

 The Web 2.0 tools design follows the principle that the UGC should be exposed only to the 
authorized community. When uploading a file, creating a poll, etc., the user specifies the 
access restrictions, thus the content may be publicly available or only available to a group 
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of people. In each tool, the user is offered a menu where the user can choose to view the 
available content and to create its own content. For the creation of a new content item, 
the seven default access levels extended by the user’s groups and collections, i.e., user-
defined sets of connections, are applicable for any new UGC item added in the CNG 
Server. Additionally, in each UGC item, metadata (tags) as well as annotation 
(comments) can be added. 

 The Web 2.0 tools appear as web pages within the game environment. We have designed 
their layout following a simple and clean approach for them to be rendered and fit in 
small windows. In this way they seamlessly fit within the game window and enhance the 
users in game experience. Figure  4-1 shows a sample screenshot of the CNG tools, and 
especially the Blog, within the TMI game window.  

 All Web 2.0 tools are configurable, with respect to their position, size and transparency. 
Thus, they behave as floating windows within the game and can be placed according to 
each user’s needs and preferences in a way that they do not obscure critical parts of the 
game screen. Their manipulation follows the typical rules for the manipulation of items in 
a window environment and includes the following features: 
 All tools include a title-bar that has been implemented as a typical title-bar found in 

windows environment. Using this title-bar, the tools can be dragged in a place where 
it does not harm the user’s gaming experience, have its transparency changed, 
minimized/maximized, and resized through its bottom-right corner. 

 Each tool can be resized through its bottom-right corner. The structure of its web-
contents is adapted (in a horizontal or vertical manner) according to the selected size. 

 When a tool is re-launched, it keeps its latest properties in terms of position, size, 
and transparency. 

Figure  4-1 and Figure  4-2 show two different placements of the Blog CNG Tool. In the 
first case the Blog widget is in horizontal orientation, and in the other case it is in vertical 
orientation. The Menu widget has different sizes in the two cases while it is totally 
horizontal orientation in Figure  4-1, to demonstrate that it is also configurable. 

 
Figure  4-1: The Blog widget in horizontal orientation. 
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Figure  4-2: The Blog widget in vertical orientation. 

The importance of this functionality is that it enhances the game experience without any 
need for the players' quitting the game and breaking their in-game experience. It should 
be noted that positioning the CNG collaboration tools outside the game window, e.g., next 
to right side of the game window, is also considered but gamers seem to prefer the tools 
rendered on top of the game window. 

 The CNG tools’ widgets are designed in a manner that is independent of the game 
resolution selected by the user and, thus, automatically adapt to different resolutions and 
screen-sizes of the game and achieve a consistent layout of the CNG tools' windows. This 
adaptation to the game screen configuration is not limited to the size of the CNG tools' 
windows but also considers their web content. Figure  4-3, and Figure  4-4 show the CNG 
Tools in game windows of size 1280x800 and 800x600, respectively. 

 
Figure  4-3: The CNG Tools in a 1280x800 game window. 
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Figure  4-4: The CNG Tools in an 800x600 game window. 

 Frequent requests for user authentication have been avoided by adding options for 
permanent storage of the passwords or granting CNG Server to act on behalf of the user 
towards external entities. We refer the reader to subsection “ 4.4 External social 
networks” for more information on the interconnection with external social networks. 

 CNG chat application offers real-time text and voice communication to the users’ 
community. Video communication is not included since CNG research on users’ needs 
showed that the gaming community did not prefer this type of communication. Every user 
can create its chat room providing information about who are authorized to join it. It can 
provide both private and group chat using chat rooms that the users can create. For 
group chat, all the users on the chat room must be connected to the CNG Server but in 
the case of private messaging, the messages sent to offline users will be delivered as 
soon as the users log back in. A notification for new messages is presented to the user 
when there are any new unread messages and the chat window is enabled but not visible. 
Some other interesting features of CNG chat applications are the listing of multiple 
available chat rooms and the users that are currently talking within the flash object. 

 Apart from the typical online community and collaboration tools, CNG toolbox includes 
innovative tools to support users’ in-game activities. These tools are based on the 
innovative CNG technologies (IGIT and P2P) and are the following: 

1. Start/Stop Recording tool enables users to record their game scene.  
2. Instant Save tool enables users to save the last minute of their game play.  
3. Live Video tool implements the video sharing and video playback functionalities.  
4. Personalized Images and 3D Object Insertion are features that are not considered 

as separate tools but where included only for demonstration purposes. The 
reason is that the early surveys conducted within CNG showed that they are not 
desirable from the stakeholders. Personalized Images feature allows users 
enable/disable texture replacement for selected items within the game. Using the 
3D Object Insertion feature, users can also enable or disable the appearance of 
the 3D airplane in a selected point within the game. 

Some possible enhancements of the Web 2.0 tools could be the following: 

 CNG toolbox could become customizable in the sense that the user can configure the set 
of tools appearing in it. In this way, the user could, for example, remove tools that are 
never opened to reduce the size of the toolbox in the game screen and access the rest of 
the tools in an easier way. 
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 Migration of the Chat tool from Adobe Flash to HTML5. Currently CNG chat is 
implemented based on Flash and RTMP protocol but since HTML5 becomes mature a 
future implementation could be based on HTML5 and an open protocol for real-time 
communication.  

 The Chat tool could be further improved by adding advanced controls on its UI. These 
advanced controls could implement new functionalities such as an option for muting a 
specific voice stream (for the users to be able to mute other users that don’t want to 
listen locally) or a volume control for the users to be able to adjust the volume of the 
incoming streams as well as the volume of their outgoing stream. 

4.3 CNG Server 
The CNG Server consists of three basic architectural elements, namely: the Database, the 
Backend Server and the UI Server. Media Server is another (secondary) component that runs 
together with the rest of the CNG services in order to support the real-time text and voice chat. 
The best practices for the CNG Server are listed in the following points: 

 CNG Server is hosted in a Virtual Machine having one CPU of 2.66GHz and 6MB of cache 
(32K L1). Apache HTTP Server v2.2.16 with PHP v5.3.3-7 and MySQL Database Server 
v5.1.63 run over 4.1.1 Linux Debian platform to provide the CNG services adequately 
over a network connection of 100 Mbps both for uplink and downlink. 

 The Database is an essential part of the CNG Server since it stores data for the users, the 
user-groups and their UGC. Its structure was based on the fundamental concept of 
Entities. The Entity can be a User, a Group or an Object. The Object is a generic concept 
that includes any kind of UGC existing in the system. This flexible design of the Entities, 
and especially that of Objects, improves the system’s extensibility by permitting the 
definition of new types of UGC without the need to modify the Database structure. 

 The Database design provides two generic ways for storing additional information to 
entities existing in the system. The first way is the addition of metadata, which can be 
considered as adding attributes to an entity. The second way is the addition of 
annotations, which are generally information added by third parties like comments and 
ratings. By supporting metadata, the system provides the capability of having custom 
social objects, attributes and relationships between the entities. 

 The Database also provides the ability to define a hierarchical structure among the 
various entities through the addition of subtypes. For example, an entry in the Entities 
that is also related to an entry in the “Object_Entities” table and is related with the 
subtype entry “chatRoom” is interpreted as an entry for a chat-room object.  

 The flexibility/extensibility of the Database structure allows it to be used also for other 
purposes, such as the storage of useful information necessary to the online verification 
tools, i.e., the tools executing the monitoring the users’ activity within the system. The 
implementation of these monitoring tools is based on Database ability to store custom 
metadata for already existing system entities. 

 The Backend Server is the system’s component responsible for the provision of the CNG 
service logic. The CNG service logic implements the following sub-services: 

1. User authentication and authorization 
2. User/users-group management 
3. User-to-user relationships 
4. System’s monitoring and administration 
5. UGC manipulation and access restrictions 

 An important aspect of the CNG service logic is its support of game-specific user-to-user 
relationships. To this direction, the CNG Server considers four different types of user-to-
user relationship:  

1. Idol 
2. Fan 
3. Friend 
4. Friend of a Friend 

Assuming that player A adds player B to his (A's) friend list means that player A is now a 
fan of player B and player B is an idol of player A. If player B also adds Player A to his 
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(B's) idol list then player A will also become friend of player B and player B will also 
become friend of player A. It should be noted that player’s friends are still considered his 
idols and fans. Finally, if player C is a friend of player B, he has just become a Friend of a 
Friend of player A. 

 CNG service logic considers the users as both consumers and producers of the UGC. 
Based on the above definitions, during the creation of a new UGC item, there are seven 
default access levels, which the item can be mapped to. So, when creating a new item 
through the Backend Server, one of the following default levels can be selected to share it 
with: 

1. Private 
2. Shared to idols 
3. Shared to friends 
4. Shared to friends of friends 
5. Shared to fans 
6. Logged in users 
7. Public 

In addition to the above access levels, additional set of users (collections) can be defined 
in the CNG Server. These collections as well as all the groups defined in the system 
consist of new access levels for the system. 

 The monitoring tools have been implemented in the form of a generic monitoring 
mechanism, which analyzes every HTTP request and stores the relevant information, such 
as the user’s IP address, user ID, access time, requested URL and HTTP method 
(GET/POST), accessed Web 2.0 tool as well as specific action within the tool. Using only 
the HTTP server’s logs as input wouldn’t be enough to retrieve this information. 

 It is important to mention that the various CNG community and collaboration tools as well 
as the other CNG system’s features, such as the monitoring tools, have been 
implemented as independent plugins that rely on the provided backend service. This 
practice facilitates the administration of the CNG Servers, i.e., the system’s administrator 
can easily switch on and off the various tools. It also facilitates the CNG Server’s software 
configuration management in the sense that different customers may be interested in 
purchasing different tool sets.  

Some possible enhancements of the CNG Server could be: 

 A warehouse keeping process that removes the unnecessary files from the CNG Server 
and keeps it clean. Currently, the media service on CNG Server keeps information for 
every “room” created by the users in binary files stored on CNG Server’s disks. In order 
to remove unnecessary data and keep enough free space in the disks, a cleaning process 
that removes the files of the “rooms” that have been deleted would be essential for large-
scale deployments. This cleaning process could be a routine that is executed periodically 
at a certain time-interval and checks which “rooms” do not exist anymore and then delete 
the appropriate files. 

 Definition of access levels also for the User Entities. Currently, every registered user has 
a profile where no access restrictions are applied. Therefore, his/her profile information is 
open to every member of the CNG social community. This approach was followed in order 
to enhance networking during the CNG system verification. But in a next stage, the user 
could be enabled to restrict the access to his profile information and define an access 
level for it. 

 Support of different themes from the UI Server. Currently, UI Server supports one 
selected theme and CNG users do not have the ability to customize the layout where their 
CNG tools appear. A collection of themes can be provided to the users in order for them 
to make a selection and have their tools appearing based on their preferences. 

4.4 External social networks 
The CNG system supports interconnection with external social networks, namely with Facebook 
and Twitter, to enable its users to use their existing social communities to publish their CNG 
activities, e.g., post a screenshot on their Facebook wall. The best practices with regards to the 
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CNG system’s interconnection with external existing social networks are listed in the following 
points: 

 Single Sign-On functionality is used for the user to initiate interaction with Facebook and 
Twitter networks. The user has to follow a one-time setup phase in which he enters his 
Facebook and Twitter credentials and an access token is generated. In this setup phase, 
the user has to authorize the corresponding CNG application to grant write permissions in 
his account. The credentials are used only to acquire a permanent token and are not 
stored in CNG Server. After this initialization step, the messages that are posted using 
the community tools can be posted to his Twitter and Facebook walls. This procedure is 
done at server side, without prompting the user to provide his credentials for logging in to 
his social networks accounts. This type of interconnection is secure, as long as no 
credentials are stored in the CNG Server but only the access tokens. These tokens are 
valid only for usage by the declared network address of CNG Server. 

 For interconnection with Facebook, the Graph API (http://developers.facebook.com/) was 
utilized. The Graph API enables to read and write data to Facebook and provides a simple 
and consistent view of the social graph. It has the ability to represent objects and the 
connections between them. Similarly to Facebook, for Twitter case, we use the Twitter 
API (https://dev.twitter.com/), which allows developers to access core Twitter data. Both 
Facebook and Twitter APIs use OAuth (http://oauth.net/) to provide authorized access to 
their APIs. 

Some possible enhancements of the subsystem for the interconnection with the external social 
networks could be the following: 

 The addition of more social networks providing open APIs for their interconnection. A 
prominent example is Google+. 

 The inclusion of more tools to the list of the interconnected tools. In the CNG prototype, 
the Wall tool is interconnected, since this is the tool that is conceptually related with the 
Facebook and Twitter walls. Nevertheless, more tools such as the Blog tool can be also 
interconnected with external social networks. 

 Exposing a new set of API in the opposite way, from the CNG server for social networks. 
This way, new social networks will have the ability to add social features to CNG. 
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5 Video Editing Tool and Video 
Playback 

5.1 Overview 
The Video Editor was developed in Flex 4 (AS3). The edited video files are saved in FLV (Flash 
Video) format, which is a format Flash can work with and present. 
There are two distinct mechanisms in the application: the editor and the uploader (Figure  5-1). 
The application itself wraps the two together and exposes a user friendly interface for using their 
services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure  5-1: Video Editor Connections 
 

The Flash Editor interface allows the user to select parts of the video and order them. For each 
piece placed in the time line, the editor triggers the FLV Wizard Class. The wizard creates a new 
FLV file from the bytes that make up the selected part(s), with matching file headers. The user 
can then save the newly created file to their hard-drive or upload it to YouTube. The uploader 
component handles all YouTube related issues – starting with login, authentication with Google 
services, and the file-upload itself.  
 

Best practices  
 
The above approach demonstrates a loosely coupled system that consists of several components 
that each one of them can live solely. This enables a better maintenance of the system and 
preferred way to find points of failure whenever they occur. 
 
The drawback in this system is the dependency on a third party like YouTube. 
As a best practice it is highly recommended to track periodically the published updates of the 
third party (for instance, if a YouTube API changes then it can result in side effect of the specific 
functionality, like YouTube upload). 

5.2 Video editor 
Flash Editor 
The Video Editor can be accessed from the CNG Toolbox. 
 

Video Editor 

Flash Editor YouTube 
Uploader 

YouTube 
Gateway 

YouTube 
Servers 
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Figure  5-2: CNG Toolbox Video Tools 

 
The Editor supports flv file formats that are created by the video recorder. When the Editor loads, 
it requests the user to select a file for Editing (Figure  5-3). The user can select a file from his 
local drive. The user can select files that are up to 250 MB in size. This limitation is configurable 
on the CNG server. The restriction was added to avoid overloading the user’s machine by 
allocating the required memory for handling very large files. For manipulating the flv byte arrays, 
the entire video has to be loaded in the memory.  
 

 
Figure  5-3: Video Editor Load Video Screen 

 
The selection of the video is done using the standard OS browse window. The user is also 
prompted to log-in to his YouTube account (Figure  5-4). This step can be skipped on Editor Start-
up and the user will be prompted to log-in if he tries to upload a video to YouTube at a later 
stage. 
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Figure  5-4: Video Editor YouTube Login 

 
After the selection of a video file for edit and the log-in to YouTube, the main interface of the 
editor is displayed (Figure  5-5). It allows the following actions: 

 Playback of original video. 
 Select the in-time for selecting a video segment. 
 Select the out-time for selecting a video segment. 
 Cutting a video segment (according to in-time and out-time selection and adding it to 

the edited video timeline). 
 Moving the selected video segment. 
 Playback of the edited video. 
 Removing selected video segments from the edited video timeline. 
 Sequencing/ordering the video segments on the edited video timeline. 
 Save the edited video locally on the users machine. 
 Upload edited video to YouTube. 

 

 
Figure  5-5: Video Editor Main Interface 

 
Output duration of the edited video cannot exceed 10 minutes (Figure  5‐6); this limitation is 
configurable on the CNG server. The limitation was added due to memory resources that are 
required for byte manipulations. Parameter name: outputdurationlimit: '600000' // in 
milliseconds (optional)  
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Figure  5-6: Video Editor Output Limit 

 
When selecting to upload a video to YouTube, the user is prompted to enter some metadata for 
the uploaded video (Figure  5-7). If the user did not log-in to his YouTube account, he will also be 
prompted to log-in. During the upload process, an estimation of the upload time is displayed to 
the user. The estimation is calculated based on the size of the uploaded file. 
 

 
Figure  5-7: Video Editor YouTube Upload 

 
Once the upload is completed, a success/fail message is displayed (Figure  5-8). 
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Figure  5-8: Video Editor YouTube Upload Success Message 

 

5.3 Video uploading 
YouTube Uploader 

The Adobe Flash Player contains a cross-domain security mechanism 
(http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flashplayer/security.html), similar to JavaScript’s Cross-Site 
Scripting restrictions. Flash’s security model denies certain operations on files that are loaded 
from a different domain than the player.swf. Roughly speaking, three basic operations are 
denied: 

 Loading of XML files (such as playlists and captions). 
 Loading of SWF files (such as skins). 
 Accessing raw data of media files. 

Generally, file loads (XML or SWF) will fail if there is no cross-domain access. Attempts to access 
or manipulate data will abort. 

Cross-domain security restrictions can be lifted by hosting a crossdomain.xml file on the server 
that contains the files. This cross domain file must be placed in the root of the (sub)domain, for 
example: 

http://www.myserver.com/crossdomain.xml 

http://videos.myserver.com/crossdomain.xml 

Before the Flash Player attempts to load XML files, SWF files or raw data from any domain other 
than the one hosting the player.swf, it checks the remote site for the existence of such a 
crossdomain.xml file. If Flash finds it, and if the configuration permits external access of its data, 
then the data is loaded. If not, the secure operation will not be allowed. 

Flash technology requires servers to "allow" it to access data, by using a cross-domain file. The 
cross domain files declare the list of servers that may load data from the server on which they 
reside, and since YouTube servers do not have a cross domain policy that allows any flash file to 
access data, we need to have some sort of bridge between YouTube servers and our uploader.  

To address this issue, the flash uploader communicates with a php file, and the php file (which 
does not use cross domain policies) sends data to YouTube servers, as described in Figure  5-1. 
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The YouTube Uploader module was created based on the following requirements: 

 Application has to run in the browser as a SWF. 
 Application will run in flash filesystem mode (file://). 
 Application will not have server side (except for YouTube). 
 Application will have to login to YouTube using ClientLogin 

(https://developers.google.com/youtube/2.0/developers_guide_php#ClientLogin_for_
Installed_Applications) instead of AuthSub 
(https://developers.google.com/youtube/2.0/developers_guide_php#AuthSub_for_W
eb_Applications) to avoid redirects. 

 Application will have to upload a manipulated ByteArray, not directly from 
FileReference.browse(). 

To allow all of the above, we have implemented a new class in action script 
YouTubeDirectUploader.as that acts as a utility class for uploading to YouTube using email and 
password. The class provides two methods of uploading: 

 Using FileReference and browse() – which will opt the user to select their video to 
upload. 

 Using a ByteArray – which allows the Application to manipulate the FLV before 
uploading to YouTube. 

It was also designed to be used as a declared object in MXML, just to ease the use and allow 
bindings to form elements. 

5.4 Video Playback 
The video playback module uses the VLC ActiveX plug-in to play a video stream from a local port. 
For decoupling reasons, the only interface between the web application and the video player is 
the local port number to which the video is streamed. Normally, the video is streamed to the local 
port by the P2P client, but in general the video player can play the video from any source as long 
as the video is streamed to the same local port. 
 
The VLC ActiveX plug-in is loaded with the web page of the playback window and consists of the 
same look-and-feel features as the other CNG windows (namely: close button, transparency bar 
and window resize). The video is stretched onto the whole area of the video playback web page. 
During the integration we found that the VLC ActiveX plug-in was not loaded into the in-game 
web browser due to security restrictions of Internet Explorer, and the user was required to 
“Allow” the ActiveX plug-in to run. Those restrictions were limited to local versions of ActiveX 
controls and once the ActiveX control is signed and is located on a web server (rather than a local 
file) the Internet Explorer does not require additional permissions form the user. It is possible to 
open multiple instances of the Playback Player. Each player can read the video stream from a 
different local port thus enabling multiple players. 
 
Due to the nature of the integration, there are no external interfaces to other components in the 
CNG client. 
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6 Public Verification 
Here we summarise learnings from the project’s experience of running the verification of CNG 
with gamers from the general public. 
 
The project’s experience of the online verification generated learning on multiple levels. 
 
In terms of overall response, public verifications of systems that are proof of concept (not ‘almost 
commercial’) should anticipate response rates of between ½% to 5%.  This is based on 
experience from multiple projects, including the current project. 
 
Future best practice public verifications of tool sets like CNG which sit alongside digital content 
(such as games) are as follows: 

 An ‘almost commercial’ system is needed for a planned live/ online Beta test with 
large numbers of users. 

 With a less than ‘almost commercial’ product, different evaluation and verification 
methods should be prioritized (see below). 

 Effective incentives for users’ participation should be offered by the project. 
 Companies with whose digital content project R&D output is tested should be 

substantially established with a very large (100,000+) existing active user base.  This 
will ensure that invitations accepted to participate in beta trials reach high numbers, 
and enable such companies to focus on the verification rather than higher priority 
game development activity. 

 Verification base plans should be for more qualitative research (such as the in-depth 
insight generating focus groups used in CNG’s verification)more than online testing, 
especially for evaluation of a proof of concept rather than an ‘almost commercial’ 
system. 

 Plans should therefore include use of substantial qualitative and formative evaluation 
research methods involving target users from the general public as well as surveys to 
understand drivers and barriers to various behaviours and responses from invited 
participants. 

 Plan and implement an efficient monitoring mechanism to enable the administrators of 
the service to check the status of active users and their activity. Using the monitoring 
system, the administrator will be able to focus on the parts in the user acquisition funnel 
in which the service drop most of the users. 
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7 Towards commercialisation 

7.1 Overview 
CNG’s very positive experiences of its collaborative R&D activities, internal alpha and external 
beta testing and exploitation planning activities resulted in partners identifying several best 
practice insights for R&D projects moving towards commercialisation. 
 
The best practice insights can be grouped into three categories: 

 Project outputs as ‘almost commercial’ in advance of any commercialization. 
 Characteristics of effective and efficient R&D teams. 
 How exploitation planning is best structured. 

7.2 ‘Almost commercial’ as a precursor to 
commercialisation 

The project identified several requirements that an ‘almost commercial’ system of CNG’s target 
functionality needs to demonstrate: 

 Appealing graphics and UI and look and feel to the software. 
 Easy to use download and installation process, consistent with user expectation and 

experience. 
 Easy to use installer compatible with common antivirus software. 
 Easy to use registration and set up processes. 
 UX of the system fully integrated with accompanying content (e.g., game) – for users to 

engage with software on top of main content. 
 Software compatible with common antivirus software packages. 
 All components of the software should be fully tested and debugged prior to release. 

 
The above requirements or best practice guidelines are key requirements for any software 
product prior to real world commercialisation (productisation) of an Innovation/R&D project 
output. 

7.3 Characteristics of effective R&D 
processes 

CNG can be held up as an excellent example of collaborative R&D, across disciplines and borders. 
Partners have reflected on what are essential elements of this mix, to inform the planning of 
future collaborative research engagements to optimise the efficacy of the interaction. 
 
The list below is a set of guidelines of best practice towards excellent interdisciplinary R&D 
projects: 

 Strong coordination team actively managing the project implementation. 
 Natural shared goals and objectives – for partners to be strongly motivated both in their 

own self interest and the collective self interest of the project. 
 Clear, logical operational plan for interaction at outset of project, updated regularly by 

strong coordination team dependent on progress. 
 Good mechanisms for online collaboration and interaction, with regular scheduled online 

meetings. 
 Regular face to face meetings between key partners, and consortium as a whole to foster 

good inter-partner relations and collaborative spirit. 
 Full integration of all partners, including key partners and their key staff to facilitate 

smooth development processes throughout the project. 
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 Good systems for business intelligence built into R&D tools (e.g., servers, databases etc.) 
and the project structure enable issue identification at an early stage to support strong 
coordination/ management response. 

 Plan and implement an efficient monitoring mechanism to enable the administrators of 
the service to check the status of active users and their activity. Using the monitoring 
system, the administrator will be able to focus on the parts in the user acquisition funnel 
in which the service drop most of the users. 

 Compliance with agreed mechanisms for updates to software and accompanying content 
supports effective collaboration. 

 The use of standard protocols, packages and development processes increases the 
effectiveness of integration between R&D partners. 

7.4 Exploitation planning 
The project’s exploitation planning and development activities have been a strong example of 
best practice, having included: 

 Extensive desk and literature research on topics, themes and trends relevant to the 
acceptance and monetization of project outputs (as a whole, and components). 

 Repeated iterations of multi-method user research (depth interviews, focus groups, online 
surveys, consumer segmentation, usability and user experience research) to define and 
prioritise functionality, evaluate and optimize the implementation, and identify priority 
target markets and their payment preferences). 

 Repeated iterations of multi-method stakeholder research (interviews, workshops, 
surveys, telephone interviews) to define and prioritize functionality, evaluate and 
optimize the implementation, and define potential business models and exploitation 
strategies. 

 Detailed benchmarking (desk based) and SWOT analyses against competition. 
 Direct contact with market leaders in field to explore synergies and potential for 

collaboration. 
 Detailed engagement within the project consortium to agree exploitable elements/ 

components and agreement to continue towards commercial development. 
 Explication of value chain and realistic monetization routes (based on user and 

stakeholder research), tested with both users (gamers) and stakeholders (game 
developers/ publishers, and consortium members). 

 Statement of optimal strategy for market entry, based on the above steps, and with 
agreement of the consortium. 
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8 Conclusion  
The deliverable provided best practices for the use and exploitation of the CNG system. 
Recommendations and suggestions for improvements and extensions covered all technology 
aspects, including user interface, game adaptation technology, P2P live video streaming, Web 2.0 
tools, Database, Backend Server, UI Server, monitoring subsystem, interconnection with the 
external social networks, video editing, and video playback. The deliverable also provided general 
recommendation for projects running a verification stage with the general public and gave best 
practice insights for R&D projects moving towards commercialisation. 
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10 Abbreviations 
API: Application programming interface.  
CNG: Community Network Game.  
HEVC: High Efficiency Video Coding. 
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol.  
IGIT: In-Game Graphics Insertion Technology. 
IP: Internet Protocol. 
ISP: Internet Service Provider.   
MMOG: Massively multiplayer online game. 
NAT: Network address translation.   
P2P: Peer-to-peer. 
QoE: Quality of experience.  
RTMP: Real Time Messaging Protocol.  
SVC: Scalable Video Coding.  
TCP: Transmission control protocol. 
UDP: User datagram protocol. 
UGC: User-generated content. 
UI: User interface. 
WoW: World of Warcraft.  
XML: Extensible Markup Language.  
 
  
 
 


